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Summary

Fluid-structure interaction is a multifaceted physics problem occurring in a system where
flow of a fluid causes deformation of a solid structure which, in turn, changes the boundary condition of the fluid problem. For instance, flow of air around an airplane wing causes deformation of the wing which subsequently causes the flow pattern of the surrounding air to change.

The overall aim of this Chapter is to help the readers understand the phenomena and mechanism of fluid-structure interaction and get a fundamental knowledge and information for the analysis of fluid-structure interaction problems occurring in pressure vessels and piping systems.

1. Introduction

1.1. Concept of Fluid-Structure Interaction

A flexible solid structure contacting a flowing fluid is subjected to a pressure which may cause deformation in the structure. As a return, the deformed structure alters the flow field. The altered flowing fluid, in turn, exerts another form of pressure on the structure with repeats of the process. This kind of interaction is called Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI).

For examples, a fluid flowing either inside or outside of pipes or vessels exerts steady or oscillatory pressure on the wetted surface of pipes or vessels, which may deform or vibrate them. Another one is that the flow of air around an airplane wing causes the wing to deform, and as the wing deforms it causes the air pattern around it to change. In a broad sense, fluid-structure interaction covers such subjects as aero-elasticity, hydro-elasticity, flow-induced vibration, thermal deformation, etc. The pressure vessels and piping systems, which are typical structures involved in the power and process industries, are stationary except for their vibratory motions or thermal deformations unlike in aero-elasticity. In general, the velocities of flowing fluid are much lower than those encountered in aero-elasticity.

The fluid-structure interaction problems in pressure vessels and piping systems involve diverse mechanical failure mechanisms of stationary structures in a flowing fluid, moving structures immerged in a flowing or quiescent fluid, or stationary pipes or vessels containing cold or hot flowing fluid, such as flow-induced vibration, water hammer, thermal deformation and fatigue.

In general, a fluid-structure interaction system is classified as either strongly or weakly coupled.

- Weakly coupled fluid-structure system

Let’s consider the following two typical cases of fluid-structure interaction system. If a structure in the flow field or containing flowing fluid deforms slightly or vibrates with small amplitude, it will affect negligibly the flow field because of the relatively low pressure. Even if significant thermal stresses in the solid may be induced by thermal gradients in the flow field, the flow field may not be greatly affected if the resulting deformation of the solid is too small. These fluid-structure interaction systems are called
weakly coupled systems if a thermo-fluid deforms a structure while the deformed structure hardly alters the flow field.

Typical examples of weakly coupled fluid-structure interaction systems encountered in the area of pressure vessels and piping are small thermal deformation or low amplitude-vibration of a pipe conveying a fluid and turbulence induced vibration of shells or tubes. For any of these systems, it is assumed that the force acting on the fluid due to the structural motion can be linearly super-imposed onto the original forcing function in the fluid.

- **Strongly coupled fluid-structure system**

On the other hand, the fluid-structure systems are called strongly coupled systems if alteration of the flow field due to large deformation or high amplitude-vibration of the structure can not be neglected. In such strongly coupled fluid-structure systems in which large structural deformation or displacement results in a significant alteration of the original flow field, both altered and original flow fields can not be linearly super-imposed upon each other. Two typical examples of the strongly coupled fluid-structure interaction system encountered in the area of pressure vessels and piping are vortex-induced vibration and fluid-elastic instability of heat exchanger tubes.

### 1.2. Brief History of Fluid-Structure Interaction

This sub-section briefly introduces the history of fluid-structure interaction, which has been previously reported by Au-Yang, M. K. (2001).

In 1828, the concept of hydrodynamic mass (or added mass) was proposed first by Friedrich Bessel who investigated the motion of a pendulum in a fluid. He found out that a pendulum moving in a fluid had longer period than in a vacuum even though the buoyancy effects were taken into account. This finding meant that the surrounding fluid increased the effective mass of the system. Thereafter, in 1843 Stokes performed a study on the uniform acceleration of an infinite cylinder moving in an infinite fluid medium and concluded that the effective mass of the cylinder moving in the fluid increased due to the effect of surrounding fluid by the amount of hydrodynamic mass equal to the mass of fluid it displaced. It was known that this finding produced the concept of fluid-structure interaction.

In 1960s, some designers of nuclear reactor systems found that the hydrodynamic mass of a structure in a confined fluid medium resulting from the fluid-structure interaction was much larger than that for the structure in an infinite fluid medium which was equal to the mass of fluid displaced by the structure.

The investigation of fluid-structure interaction as in the form known to engineers working in the area of pressure vessels and piping systems is considered to have begun in the 1960s. In 1966, Fritz and Kiss performed a study on the vibration response of a cantilever cylinder surrounded by an annular fluid, which is known to be the pioneering study of fluid-structure interaction for power plants. From the early 1970s to the late 1980s, a lot of investigators studied the dynamics of interaction between fluid and elastic shell
systems including pipes, tubes, vessels, and co-axial cylinders. Based on the results of such extensive studies, American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler Code Sec. III Appendix 1400 “Dynamics of Coupled Fluid-Shells” was published.

Nowadays, various techniques for simulating the strongly coupled fluid-structure systems numerically are under development as the Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) analysis technique evolves rapidly.

1.3. Purposes of this Section

The purposes of this section are to help readers understand the phenomena of fluid-structure interaction and to provide them with a fundamental knowledge and information for the analyses of fluid-structure interaction problems occurring in the pressure vessels and piping systems.

To this end, the mathematical formulation of a simple fluid-structure interaction problem is introduced. Then, the essential fundamental knowledge needed for analyzing the general fluid-structure interaction problems, including the concepts of two approaches to the analysis of fluid-structure interaction problem, hydrodynamic mass, fluid coupling, and hydrodynamic damping is described. Finally, in order to help the readers understand readily how to analyze coupled fluid-structure interaction problems, two examples of solutions either by the one-way separate approach or the two-way coupled approach are illustrated.

2. Mathematical Formulation of a Simple Fluid-Structure Interaction Problem

As a simple illustration of a typical fluid-structure interaction problem, let’s consider a situation where a flexible cylindrical tube generating heat, of which the thermal deformation is negligible, is subjected to external cross flow of a cold fluid as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1(a). A stationary flexible cylindrical tube in an externally cross flowing fluid: Analysis model
Figure 1(b). A stationary flexible cylindrical tube in an externally cross flowing fluid: Typical instantaneous flow field around the cylinder subjected to cross-flow in a rectangular duct

2.1. Fluid Domains

The instantaneous equation of mass, momentum and energy conservation in a stationary frame governing the flow fields inside or outside the tube whether they are laminar or turbulent can be given as:

**Continuity equation**

\[
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho \mathbf{U}) = 0
\]  

**Momentum equations**

\[
\frac{\partial \rho \mathbf{U}}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho \mathbf{U} \otimes \mathbf{U}) = \nabla \cdot (-p \mathbf{\delta} + \mu (\nabla \mathbf{U} + (\nabla \mathbf{U})^T)) + \mathbf{S}_M
\]  

**Energy equation**

\[
\frac{\partial \rho h_{tot}}{\partial t} - \frac{\partial p}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho \mathbf{U} h_{tot}) = \nabla \cdot (\lambda \nabla T) + S_E
\]

where

\[
h_{tot} = h + \frac{1}{2} U^2, \quad h = h(p, T)
\]
where $\rho$, $t$, $U$, $p$, $\delta$, $\mu$, $S$, $h$, $\lambda$, and $T$ represent the density, time, velocity, pressure, Kronecker delta function, viscosity, source term, sensible enthalpy, thermal conductivity, and temperature of the fluid, respectively. In addition, the term $S_M$ denotes the sum of interfacial forces acting on fluid. The operator $\otimes$ is a tensor product and $(\nabla U)^T$ is the transpose of the matrix $\nabla U$.

For better understanding of above equations, the mathematical notation is described below.

Considering a Cartesian coordinate system $(x, y, z)$ in which $i$, $j$ and $k$ are unit vectors in the three coordinate directions, $\nabla$ is defined as

$$\nabla = \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial x}, \frac{\partial}{\partial y}, \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \right]$$

For a general scalar function $\phi(x, y, z)$, the gradient of $\phi$ is defined as

$$\nabla \phi = \left[ i \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial x} + j \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial y} + k \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial z} \right]$$

For a vector function $U(x, y, z) = U_x i + U_y j + U_z k$ where

$$U(x, y, z) = \begin{bmatrix} U_x \\ U_y \\ U_z \end{bmatrix},$$

The Cartesian components of gradient of $U$ are expressed as

$$[\nabla U] = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial U_x}{\partial x} & \frac{\partial U_x}{\partial y} & \frac{\partial U_x}{\partial z} \\ \frac{\partial U_y}{\partial x} & \frac{\partial U_y}{\partial y} & \frac{\partial U_y}{\partial z} \\ \frac{\partial U_z}{\partial x} & \frac{\partial U_z}{\partial y} & \frac{\partial U_z}{\partial z} \end{bmatrix}$$

and the divergence of $U$ $(\text{div } U)$ is defined as
\[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{U} = \frac{\partial U_x}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial U_y}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial U_z}{\partial z} \]

The tensor product of two vectors, \( \mathbf{U} \) and \( \mathbf{W} \), operator, is defined as

\[
\mathbf{U} \otimes \mathbf{W} = \begin{bmatrix}
U_x W_x & U_y W_y & U_z W_z \\
U_x W_x & U_y W_y & U_z W_z \\
U_x W_x & U_y W_y & U_z W_z
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The transpose of a matrix is formed by turning all the rows of a given matrix into columns and vice-versa. Thus, the transpose \( \mathbf{U}^T \) of the matrix \( \mathbf{U} \) is written as

\[
[\nabla \mathbf{U}]^T = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial U_x}{\partial x} & \frac{\partial U_y}{\partial y} & \frac{\partial U_z}{\partial z} \\
\frac{\partial U_x}{\partial y} & \frac{\partial U_y}{\partial y} & \frac{\partial U_z}{\partial z} \\
\frac{\partial U_x}{\partial z} & \frac{\partial U_y}{\partial z} & \frac{\partial U_z}{\partial z}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The Kronecker delta function i.e. the identity matrix is defined as

\[
\delta = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

### 2.2. Solid Domain

**Heat conduction equation**

The only mode of heat transfer in the solid domain of tube wall is the heat conduction expressed as

\[
\frac{\partial \rho c_p T}{\partial t} = \nabla \cdot (\lambda \nabla T) + S_E \tag{5}
\]

where \( \rho \), \( c_p \), \( \lambda \), and \( S_E \), respectively, are the density, specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and heat generation of the solid.

**Equation of structural dynamics**
The equation of motion for a point-mass-spring-viscous damping system with external forces is given by

\[ M\ddot{x} + C\dot{x} + Kx = F(t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where \( x \), \( \dot{x} (=\partial x / \partial t) \) and \( \ddot{x} (=\partial^2 x / \partial t^2) \) denote the vibration amplitude of the point, the 1st order-partial derivative and 2nd order-partial derivative with respect to time \( t \), respectively. \( M \), \( C \), \( K \) and \( F \) represent the mass, damping coefficient, spring (stiffness) constant, and externally applied forces, respectively.

For a damped structure system comprised of continuous masses such as beams, plates, tubes, rods, shells, etc., which are subjected to a set of external forces, the motion of equation can be described by

\[ [M]\{\ddot{X}\}+[C]\{\dot{X}\}+[K]\{X\} = \{F\} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where \([M]\), \([C]\), and \([K]\) are the matrices of mass, damping, and stiffness, \( \{X\} \) is the vector of the generalized coordinates, and \( \{F\} \) is the vector of the external forces.

2.3. Coupling of the Equations for Fluid and Structure

The equations for fluid and structure can be coupled by the following fluid-structure interfacial boundary conditions.

\[ U \cdot n = \dot{X} \cdot n \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

\[ U \times n = \dot{X} \times n \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

\[ \lambda_f (\nabla T \cdot n)_f = \lambda_s (\nabla T \cdot n)_s \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where \( n \) is the unit normal to the surface. The vector operator \( \times \) is defined as

\[ U \times W = \begin{vmatrix} i & j & k \\ U_x & U_y & U_z \\ W_x & W_y & W_z \end{vmatrix} = (U_y W_z - U_z W_y) i + (U_x W_z - U_z W_x) j + (U_x W_y - U_y W_x) k \]

The 1st interfacial boundary condition given by Eq. (8) is that the fluid velocity normal to the surface of structure must be equal to the normal component of the velocity of structure. This velocity or acceleration component normal to the interface is directly related to the fluid force exerting on the surface of structure and the distortion of the flow field.
The next one expressed as Eq. (9) means the no-slip condition at the interface that both fluid and solid velocity components parallel to the surface of structure must be matched each other.

The last one given by Eq. (10) is for the requirement of heat balance at the interface that both heat fluxes at the interfacial boundary obtained from the equations for fluid and solid domains must be equal.

3. Analysis Methods for Fluid-Structure Interaction Problems

As was discussed in the previous section, even the governing equations with the interfacial boundary conditions for a simple fluid-structure interaction problem are too complex to address with analytical approach. Thus, in most cases, fluid and structure systems have been solved separately up to the present. However, there are special problems which are too complex and strong in coupling to solve the two systems separately. For those cases, numerical methods such as the computational fluid dynamic (CFD) and computational structural dynamic or mechanics (CSD or CSM) techniques are essential in predicting the behavior of such coupled systems. Recently several numerical approaches to solve such highly complex non-linear problems are being developed.

3.1. One-way Separate Analysis Method (Hydrodynamic Mass and Damping Method)

In a weakly coupled fluid-structure system, the fluid flow field altered by the motion of structure is negligible so that we can assume the motion of structure does not affect the fluid flow field. The total pressure (or force) acting on the fluid is obtained by linearly superimposing the induced pressure (or force) acting on the fluid due to the motion of structure onto the original pressure (or force) in the fluid.

Another example of the weakly coupled fluid-structure is the case where significant thermal stresses in the pipe conveying a hot fluid are induced by thermal gradients in the flow field while the flow field is not greatly affected since the resulting deformation of the pipe structure is so small. As a result, CFD and CSD (or CSM) solutions for both temperature distributions and thermal deformation, respectively, are allowed to be calculated independently by transferring data from the CFD to CSD solutions in one-way as is shown in Figure 2.

As mentioned previously, the complete sets of equations of fluid dynamics, heat transfer, and structural dynamics with interfacial boundary conditions for mathematically formulating various practical coupled fluid-structure problems are generally too complicate to solve either by any analytical or numerical methods.

For this reason, during the past 30 years and over most coupled fluid-structural dynamic problems have been solved by simplifying them as weakly coupled problems provided that a hydrodynamic mass and a hydrodynamic damping are added to the original mass and damping of each structure under consideration, respectively, to take into account the effect of fluid-structural interaction appropriately.
These hydrodynamic mass and damping terms to be used for the one-way analyses of the coupled fluid-structural dynamic problems can be calculated or measured separately. This will be discussed further in the following chapters.

Till now, this approach has been applied to most practical problems encountered in the area of pressure vessels and piping systems including especially shell-and tube heat exchangers at power and process plants. It only employs computer programs which can be developed without difficulty and/or experimental or test data where available so that it does not require it to take into account the effect of fluid-structure interaction directly.

To solve the weakly coupled fluid-structural dynamics problems two alternative formulations of the hydrodynamic mass and damping method are available: the generalized hydrodynamic mass and the full hydrodynamic mass matrix methods. The first formulation is for estimating the coupled fluid-shell frequencies when the uncoupled, in-air natural frequencies of the individual cylindrical shells are known from measurement, separate finite-element analysis or numerical solution of the characteristic equation. Often, the full hydrodynamic mass matrix needs to be formulated for subsequent dynamic analysis by the finite element method. This hydrodynamic mass is derived from a pressure.
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